
  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

Dinosaurs and Crocodiles 

 

 

 

Early Years at Oakhurst Primary 

School Term 3 

 

 

Literacy 

Writing Fact Files; using dinosaur and 

crocodile non-fiction texts. Knowing 

information can be retrieved from books 

and computers.  

Using phonic knowledge to write words, 

labels and simple sentences.  

Understanding the structure of a story 

and looking at features of stories; 

character, setting and plot.  

Demonstrating an understanding by 

talking to others about what they have 

read.  

 

 

 

Mathematics 

Number recognition; recognising and 

ordering numbers to 20.  

Shape pattern making and recreating. 

Using names for 2D and 3D shapes.  

Size/weight; ordering items by 

size/weight.  

Mathematical language; developing and 

using the language involved in weight, 

size and time. 

Using addition and subtraction methods 

to solve problems. 

 

Understanding the World 

Looking closely at similarities and 

differences of animals and environments.  

Fact finding to build up our knowledge 

of crocodiles and dinosaurs.  

Looking at how animals and humans change 

over time; sequencing life cycles.  

Discuss past and present events when 

talking about their lives and the lives 

of family members.  

 

Communication and Language 
 

Listening attentively in a range of 

situations. 

Developing our use of questioning to find 

out more; preparing questions for our 

Crocodiles of the World school trip.  

Describing main characters, settings and 

events in stories.  

Discussing how a story might end.  

Using storytelling language to retell 

stories and make up own stories.   

 
 

 

 

 

 

Expressive Art and Design 

Constructing with a purpose; making papier 

mache dinosaur bones.  

Learning a selection of songs through 

Swindon Music Service.  

Using our imaginations to create our own 

characters, settings and plot for stories.  

 
 
 

PSED 
 

Developing confidence to speak in a 

group about their ideas.  

Learning to adjust their behaviour to 

different situations, and take 

changes of routine in their stride.  

Developing the ability to solve 

problems and negotiate with their 

peers.  

 

Story Books 

Dinosaurs Love Underpants 

By Claire Freedman and Ben 

Cort 

 

Physical Development 

Developing pencil control; correctly 

forming letters through handwriting 

activities.  

Handling tools, objects, construction and 

malleable materials safely and with 

increasing control; through craft 

activities.  

Talking about making healthy choices; in 

regards to food, sleep and exercise.  

Move confidently in a range of ways, 

negotiating space.  
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